Nuclear matrix proteins as structural and functional components of the mitotic apparatus.
The eukaryotic nucleus is a membrane-enclosed compartment containing the genome and associated organelles supported by a complex matrix of nonhistone proteins. Identified as the nuclear matrix, this component maintains spatial order and provides the structural framework needed for DNA replication, RNA synthesis and processing, nuclear transport, and steroid hormone action. During mitosis, the nucleoskeleton and associated chromatin is efficiently dismantled, packaged, partitioned, and subsequently reassembled into daughter nuclei. The dramatic dissolution of the nucleus is accompanied by the assembly of a mitotic apparatus required to facilitate the complex events associated with nuclear division. Until recently, little was known about the fate or disposition of nuclear matrix proteins during mitosis. The availability of specific molecular probes and imaging techniques, including confocal microscopy and improved immunoelectron microscopy using resinless sections and related procedures, has enabled investigators to identify and map the distribution of nuclear matrix proteins throughout the cell cycle. This chapter will review the structure, function, and distribution of the protein NuMA (nuclear matrix mitotic apparatus) and other nuclear matrix proteins that depart the nucleus during the interphase/mitosis transition to become structural and functional components within specific domains of the mitotic apparatus.